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Abstract. Studies in human-human interaction have introduced the
concept of F-formation to describe the spatial organization of partici-
pants during social interaction. This paper aims at detecting such F-
formations in images of video sequences. The proposed approach com-
bines a voting scheme in the visual field of each participant and a memory
process to make the detection in each frame robust to small, irrelevant
changes of participant’s behavior. Results on the MatchNMingle data set
demonstrate the good performances of this approach.
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1 Introduction

Participants during social interaction place themselves in certain spatial forma-
tions, so as to see each other and respect social and cultural distancing [4]. They
can face each other, be side by side... Their position and behavior such as body
orientation and gaze behavior can indicate a great quantity of information; they
can reveal information about their level of engagement, their focus of interest but
also the quality of their relationship, their degree of intimacy, to name a few [1].
Participants’ position and behavior evolve continuously to accommodate others’
behaviors and to obey to some socio-cultural norms. A group can be defined
as an entity where individuals are spatially close, and each member is able to
see and know the other members. Group members perform a common, shared
activity by interacting socially. People can be simply gathered spatially (e.g.
people in a queue), doing an action together but do not interact together (e.g.
watching a film at the cinema) or discussing together on a given topic. Studies in
human-human interaction have introduced the concept of F-formation [8] that
defines three zones: O-space, P-space and R-space. The O-space corresponds to
the convex space between the participants of a group; the P-space corresponds
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to the belt where the participants are; and the R-space is the space outside the
participants.

Lately computational models have been designed to detect if individuals form
a group and what is its formation based on proxemics and behaviors [2]. Further
analysis can be pursued to characterize the dynamics of the social interaction
between participants. Such models can then be used to drive the behaviors of
robots when interacting with humans.

The aim of our study is to detect, analyze and understand social interac-
tions from images and videos, in order to build computational models of social
interactions. We focus on free-standing conversational groups with limited size
(typically 2-6 persons) that are discussing with each other [9].

To this aim, we rely on the existing database MatchNMingle [2]. This database
contains videos of group interaction that have been annotated at different levels
(activity, speaking, laughing, non-verbal behavior). As a first step, we detect
group formations using still images and consider only two visual cues, namely
distance and gaze direction. The proposed approach is based on a voting proce-
dure to find the O-spaces and the groups. It does not require any heavy learning
method. Moreover, a new feature of the approach is that the detection in still
images is made more robust by exploiting the temporal information in the video
sequence.

Related work is briefly summarized in Section 2, the proposed approach is
described in Section 3, and results on the MatchNMingle data set [2] are provided
in Section 4.

2 Related work

One of the pioneering methods to detect F-formations from images is called
the “Hough Voting for F-formations”, which constructs a Hough accumulator
and where groups are extracted from it by searching for local maxima [3]. The
method reduces the detection of F-formations to that of O-spaces. An O-space
corresponds to the intersection of the visual fields of its participants. Thus, the
method models each individual’s field of attention by drawing many samples
from a 2D Gaussian distribution centered at some distance from its position and
respecting its orientation. Each sample corresponds to a vote that remains to
be aggregated in the Hough accumulator. Finally, the local maxima correspond
to the positions that received votes from most of the individuals in the scene.
That is, they correspond to the positions of the O-space centers and thus to
the searched F-formations. Further studies applied the paradigm of the voting
process in a Hough space [12, 13]. Later on, the same authors proposed an ap-
proach based on graph-cut to optimize an objective function defined from the
probability of the assignment of participants to groups, under minimum descrip-
tion length constraint to limit the number of clusters [14]. These authors also
addressed detection in videos using a game-theoretic approach [16]. With respect
to the static approach, this approach includes an additional fusion step over a
sequence. However groups are fixed in time. Other fusion approaches have been
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proposed, with the same drawback. To account for evolution over time, tracking
methods have been used, but this is out of the scope of this paper.

Hung and Kröse [7] proposed to model the interactions between individuals
as a graph. The analysis of the graph gives information on group formations.
The authors defined the “Dominants Sets for F-formations” method that sees
F-formations as entities where the affinity (probability of interaction) between
all members of a group is higher than that between a member of the group and
an individual outside the group. This definition is closed to the dominant set
problem which is known to be an NP-complete problem. The dominant sets of
a graph are subsets of vertices of a graph for which any of its vertices is either a
leaf, or is connected by an edge to an element [5]. A group can be viewed as an
undirected graph where each vertex corresponds to an individual and edges are
weighted. A weight on an edge corresponds to the affinity between individuals
linked by the edge. It is estimated from their body positions and orientations.
The dominant sets can be detected by optimization methods that provide an
approximate solution to determine the groups in a scene.

Lately, Thompson and colleagues [15] applied to dominant sets a message-
passing Graph Neural Network (GNN) to predict how individuals are grouped
together. This approach requires a lot of data and annotations, so as to train
properly the network. Other methods based on neural network and deep learning
have similar strong requirements, and are out of the scope of this paper.

The approach we propose is lighter as only a very limited learning step is re-
quired to set parameters once for all, and the whole method has a low complexity.
Moreover, we exploit the temporal information to improve the detection in each
frame, providing a better regularity over time, including the short changes in po-
sition or gaze direction, while keeping the meaningful changes (i.e. not assuming
that the groups are fixed over time).

3 Proposed approach: Multiple votes and exploiting
temporal information

3.1 Voting in each frame

The main idea of the proposed approach is to detect F-formations by identifying
the O-spaces of each group. To this end, we use the position, orientation and
field of view of each person to model “votes” for a O-space center, drawn from
uniform distributions in the field of view.

More precisely, let (xi, yi) denote the position of person (or participant) i
in the image, and θi her orientation. Her field of view is defined as a cone
of aperture α ∈ [0, 2π], truncated at a minimal radius γdmax and a maximal
radius βdmax where γ and β are parameters in [0, 1], with γ ≤ β, and dmax the
maximal distance on the scene (in practice the length of the image diagonal).
Each vote provides a potential O-space center (xk

i , y
k
i ), k ≤ ns, where ns denotes

the number of samples, defined as:

xk
i = xi + dk cos θki (1)
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yki = yi + dk sin θki (2)

where dk ∼ U([γdmax, βdmax]) and θki ∼ U([θi − α
2 , θi +

α
2 ]).

If the votes of two persons are close to each other, this means that the
persons are close to each other and in a spatial configuration that allows for
interaction. Otherwise, they are either too far from each other or not looking at
each other, or not looking at a common region of space. Relevant O-spaces (and
thus, F-formations) can therefore be identified by clustering the votes according
to the Euclidean distance. Since the number of clusters is not known, a simple
idea consists in applying any clustering method (e.g. K-means), with different
numbers of clusters, and choosing the best one. To this end, we propose to define
a score of a clustering based on the silhouette, measuring the similarity of a vote
with the cluster it belongs to (mean distance to the other votes in the cluster),
and its dissimilarity with the other clusters (smallest mean distance to the votes
in the other clusters) [11]. The scores for each vote are then averaged for a
cluster, and then for all the clusters, thus providing a global score for a given
clustering. The clustering with the highest global score is finally chosen. Each
person i is then assigned to the cluster containing the majority of her votes. All
persons assigned to the same cluster belong to the same F-formation.

The principle of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

To fasten the computation, a simplified approach consists in setting α = 0,
and γ = β, which means that the field of view of each person is reduced to one
point, corresponding to a unique vote for this person. However, this is a strong
limitation with respect to the human perception, which impacts the results, as
will be shown in Section 4.

3.2 Increasing robustness by taking into account temporal memory

Instead of applying the previous approach in a static way, where each frame
is processed independently, we now propose to exploit the dynamics of videos.
The underlying hypothesis is that F-formations are usually quite stable over
time, with a few changes from time to time, where some persons can leave a
group to join another one. Moreover, small changes for instance in a person’s
body orientation or gaze direction, during a very short time, do not imply that
this person has left the group. To model this behavior, we propose a method
inspired by the work in [10]. We define a memory process, where two persons i
and j in a group increase progressively their interaction (learning process) while
forgetting progressively their interaction when they are no more in the same
group (forgetting process). In particular, if a person briefly looks in another
direction (or towards another F-formation) and rapidly returns to looking at her
partners of her initial F-formation, this change of behavior will not be considered
as changing group, thus increasing the stability of the detected F-formations.
More formally, the memory process at time t and during a time interval ∆t is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the identification of F-formations: (a) original image, (b) votes
within the field of view, (c) clustering of the votes, and (d) obtained F-formations.

modeled as:

Mi,j(t+∆t) =

{
(1− ∆t

τl
)Mi,j(t) +

∆t
τl

if i and j belong to the same group

(1− ∆t
τf

)Mi,j(t) otherwise

(3)
where τl is the learning rate and τf the forgetting rate. They are not necessarily
equal, and if the learning process is considered faster than the forgetting process,
then we will choose τl < τf . The process is initialized by setting Mi,j = 0 for all
i and j, i ̸= j. The time interval ∆t is typically defined from the step s between
frames to be analyzed and the video frequency f (e.g. ∆t = s/f). For instance,
to analyze every 20th frame in a video (such as in the Mingle base) with 20
frames per second, then we can set ∆t = 1. Figure 2 illustrates two different
behaviors of a person’s memory with respect to a second person.

Two persons i and j are considered to interact at time t if Mi,j(t) is above
some threshold value (0.5 in our experiments). A graph is then defined, where
vertices are the persons present in the scene and there is an edge between i and j
if the corresponding persons do interact. Groups are then obtained by selecting
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Fig. 2. Examples of the evolution of the memory in time. Left: a person knows a second
person, then moves to another group and progressively forgets the second person, then
joins the group again, and so “re-learns” the second person. Right: no interaction
between two persons, then progressive learning, and then forgetting again.

the maximal cliques in the graph. An example is illustrated in Figure 3. Note
that a person can belong to several groups.

Fig. 3. Left: graph where vertices are persons and edges represent their interactions,
and maximal cliques. Right: edges of the graph superimposed on the image.

Now, to restrict the groups to F-formations where one person can belong to
only one of them, as is the case in the ground-truth of the Mingle data base, a
last assignment step is required. The membership of person i to a group Ck at
time t is defined as:

µ(i, k, t) =
1

|Ck| − 1

∑
j∈Ck,j ̸=i

Mi,j(t) (4)

and the assignment is then argmaxk µ(i, k, t). A result is illustrated in Figure 4.
The comparison with the static approach, using only the information from this
particular frame, without using the memory from frame to frame, shows a better
consistency in the result when using the memory process, and better matches
with the ground truth. In particular persons unassigned in the static mode are
now correctly assigned to a group, and wrong assignments are also corrected.
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Fig. 4. Left: final result, after maximal cliques detection and assignment of each person
to one group. Right: result on the same frame, but without using the memory process.

4 Experiments and results

4.1 MatchNMingle data set

Experiments were carried out on the MatchNMingle data base [2]. This data
base consists of “speed-dating” videos (the Match data base), and of cocktail
videos (the Mingle data base). This second part was used here. Several videos
show participants moving freely in space, from one group to another one, with
potentially complex interactions. These data are therefore relevant to demon-
strate the usefulness of the proposed approach. Annotations are available and
include:

– the list of participants;
– the spatial coordinates (xi, yi) of each participant i in each frame;

– the head orientation θheadi and body orientation θbodyi of each participant in
each frame;

– the coordinates (x1, y1), (x2, y2) of the diagonal points of the bounding box
of each participant in each frame;

– the F-formations, where each F-formation is defined as the set of its partic-
ipants, its starting frame and its ending frame.

In our experiments, we used the position of the participants and the head ori-
entation (θi = θheadi ) as input data (see Section 3), and infer the F-formations.

4.2 Evaluation criteria

The obtained F-formations can be compared to the ground-truth (provided as
annotations with the data set). This amounts to compare two clusterings of the
same data. A common measure to this end is the adjusted rand index (ARI) [6],
which allows comparing two partitions of the same data, with potentially dif-
ferent cardinalities. This index takes values in [−1, 1], and two partitions are
considered as approximately similar if the index is higher than 0.5.

Let Ft denotes the partition (i.e. the set of F-formations) obtained in frame t
of a video, and Gt the corresponding ground-truth. We denote by ARI(Ft, Gt)
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the adjusted rand index comparing Ft and Gt. Averaging over all processed
frames (t = 1...T ) leads to a global score EC = 1

T

∑T
t=1 ARI(Ft, Gt), which

should be as close to 1 as possible.

4.3 Parameter setting

In our experiments, we set the number of samples in the voting procedure to
ns = 100. The field of view is parametrized by the aperture α, and the coefficients
β and γ defining the truncation in terms of distance. According to the human
perception, the maximum angle of vision is 2π

3 , and we performed experiments
with α ∈ {0, π

6 ,
π
3 ,

π
2 ,

2π
3 }. The parameter β defines the maximal distance βdmax

at which votes can occur. In our experiments, dmax was set to the length of the
image diagonal, and we limited β to 0.25 so as not to allow for votes that are too
far away. Experiments were performed with β ∈ {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25}, and
γ is defined as γ = (1 − γ′)β, where γ′ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.75, 1}, with the constraint
γ ≤ β. The choice of particular values of these three parameters was done using a
small part of the data base (every 20th frames in a sequence of 5000 frames in one
of the videos of the Mingle data base). All the values were tested, and the ones
providing the best EC values (computed over these frames only) were chosen.
An example of the EC values obtained for α = π/2 is illustrated in Figure 5.
Similar tests were also performed for other values of α. Although this is a greedy
approach, it is performed only once, and the number of parameters combinations
to test remains limited. Then the obtained optimal parameters were fixed for all
other frames and all videos. Finally, all experiments have been performed with
parameters α = π/2, β = 0.15, γ = 0.11. An example of the corresponding visual
field is illustrated in Figure 6. To illustrate the usefulness of the visual field and
the votes, results are also compared with α = 0, β = γ = 0.1, i.e. each participant
votes for only one point, the center of the O-space.

In the clustering procedure, the number of clusters varies from 2 to np, where
np denotes the number of persons in the scene. The parameters of the memory
process are set as follows in our experiments: ∆t = 1, τl = 3 and τf = 8.

4.4 Results

Qualitative results have been illustrated in Section 3, and demonstrate the im-
provement brought by the memory process over a purely static, frame by frame,
approach. In this section, we propose a quantitative evaluation.

Figure 7 illustrates, on a sequence of one of the videos, the ARI values com-
puted using:

1. a simple method, where only the distance between two persons is used to
decide whether there should be grouped into a F-formation. This is per-
formed by determining the connected components of a graph where vertices
represent participants, and two vertices are linked by an edge if the distance
between the corresponding participants is less than βdmax. This method is
obviously too simple, as shown by the low ARI values, below 0.5 most of the
time, and is no longer considered in the remaining of our evaluation;
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Fig. 5. EC values obtained on the frames used for training, for α = π/2, and different
values of β (ordinate) and γ′ = 1 − γ/β (abscissa). The highest score is obtained for
β = 0.15, γ′ = 0.25 (i.e. γ = 0.11).

Fig. 6. Left: example of a visual field, in which votes are drawn, for the final parameter
setting α = π/2, β = 0.15, γ = 0.11. Right: vote for only one point, the center of the
O-space, corresponding to α = 0, β = γ = 0.1.

2. method 2: our proposed method, using distance and angle, but simplified by
using parameters α = 0, β = γ, i.e. each participant votes for only one point
(center of the O-space). This shows a clear improvement over the previous
naive approach;

3. method 3: our proposed method where several votes are drawn in the visual
field. The results are even better, both in terms of ARI values and regularity
of the detections. The method is also less sensitive to orientation due to the
use of the visual field.

One can notice a few bad detections, e.g. frame 3940, where the ARI values
are 0.27 for methods 2 and 3. This is improved by the memory process, as
demonstrated next. The overall scores over the considered frames for the three
methods are EC1 = 0.3, EC2 = 0.76, EC3 = 0.81, respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the ARI values on a sequence of frames of one of the Mingle
videos. (a) Only distance is used (global score EC1 = 0.3). (b) Distance and angle are
used, with only one vote per participant (EC2 = 0.76). (c) Proposed voting method,
where each participant votes several times in her visual field (EC3 = 0.81).

Figure 8 compares the results for methods 2 and 3, without and with the
memory process. Without the memory process, the global scores are EC2 =
0.76, EC3 = 0.81, while with the memory process they are EC2 = 0.78, EC3 =
0.82. This shows a slight improvement of the detection of F-formations, and a
high improvement of the temporal regularity, which better matches what is intu-
itively expected in such scenarios. The results also confirm the superiority of the
proposed method as described in Section 3, enhanced with the memory process
to increase robustness to brief, non significant changes of head orientation.

Without any specific code optimization, the computation time is 1.5 second in
average on a standard computer, and most of the time is spent on the clustering
part. The memory process is only 1% of the total time. Note that the time is
reduced to 0.23 second in average if any individual votes only once.

5 Conclusion

We proposed in this paper a simple yet robust method to detect F-formations
in images. In particular, the obtained groups are relevant and the influence of
brief changes of position or gaze direction, which do not mean changes of group,
is reduced thanks to a memory process. The results demonstrated the good
performance of this approach, both in each frame using the ARI index as an
evaluation measure, and over a video sequence using the global score EC.

While we assumed here that the position and orientation of the participants
were known or obtained in a preliminary step, the proposed approach could be
directly combined with one the numerous existing methods for this preliminary
step.

The obtained values of ARI values over time could also be a hint for change
detection, using graphs such as the one in Figure 8 (d). Lower ARI values indicate
changes in the F-formations. As an example, frames 720, 740 and 760, illustrated
in Figure 9, show such changes. The stability of the F-formations along time can
be evaluated by SC = 1

t2−t1

∑t2−1
t=t1

ARI(Ft, Ft+1), which will be close to 1 if the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. (a) Method 2 (only one vote per participant) without memory, EC2 = 0.76.
(b) Method 3 (several votes in the visual field) without memory, EC3 = 0.81.
(c) Method 2 with memory process, EC2 = 0.78. (d) Method 3 with memory pro-
cess, EC3 = 0.82.

F-formations do not evolve much from t1 to t2 (i.e. always the same groups of
discussion). This can help detecting in which time interval significant changes
occur. A deeper analysis is left for future work.

Fig. 9. Excerpt of frames 720, 740, 760 in a video from the Mingle data set, exhibiting
changes in the F-formations, correctly detected by the analysis of ARI values over time.
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